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Join the Game!



I have two dogs named 
Mayonnaise and Sandwich

TRUE FALSE



I have two dogs named 
Mayonnaise and Sandwich

TRUE



I have two dogs named 
Mayonnaise and Sandwich

TRUE



If no year_of_birth is available and it 
cannot be approximated, the person 

should be dropped from the CDM

TRUE FALSE



TRUE

If no year_of_birth is available and it 
cannot be approximated, the person 

should be dropped from the CDM



If a care site delivers multiple levels of 
care (inpatient, outpatient, pharmacy) 

then multiple records should be created in 
the CARE_SITE table

TRUE FALSE



If a care site delivers multiple levels of 
care (inpatient, outpatient, pharmacy) 

then multiple records should be created in 
the CARE_SITE table

FALSE



Technically only two tables must be 
populated in the OMOP CDM

TRUE FALSE



Technically only two tables must be 
populated in the OMOP CDM

FALSE



Every person in a CDM instance must have 
at least one OBSERVATION_PERIOD

TRUE FALSE



Every person in a CDM instance must have 
at least one OBSERVATION_PERIOD

TRUE



OBSERVATION_PERIODs for an individual 
person can overlap in time

TRUE FALSE



OBSERVATION_PERIODS for an individual 
person can overlap in time

FALSE



If you only have the month and year of 
death but not day, the death record 

should be dropped

TRUE FALSE



If you only have the month and year of 
death but not day, the death record 

should be dropped

FALSE



If a DRUG_EXPOSURE record has negative 
days_supply then the record should be 

dropped

TRUE FALSE



If a DRUG_EXPOSURE record has negative 
days_supply then the record should be 

dropped

TRUE



Multi-day visits can overlap, i.e. share 
days other than start and end days

TRUE FALSE



Multi-day visits can overlap, i.e. share 
days other than start and end days

FALSE



MEASUREMENT.value_as_number cannot 
be a negative value

TRUE FALSE



MEASUREMENT.value_as_number cannot 
be a negative value

FALSE



A provider should be listed multiple times 
in the PROVIDER table if they have 

multiple specialties

TRUE FALSE



A provider should be listed multiple times 
in the PROVIDER table if they have 

multiple specialties

FALSE



Zip_code in the LOCATION table can be 
used to store international post codes 

TRUE FALSE



Zip_code in the LOCATION table can be 
used to store international post codes 

TRUE





The quantity should represent the actual 
quantity of the drug dispensed but can be 
recalculated/inferred based on dates if a 

patient discontinues a drug.

TRUE FALSE



The quantity should represent the actual 
quantity of the drug dispensed but can be 
recalculated/inferred based on dates if a 

patient discontinues a drug.

FALSE



The CONCEPT_ANCESTOR table only 
includes parent-child relationships

TRUE FALSE



The CONCEPT_ANCESTOR table only 
includes parent-child relationships

FALSE



You can have a MEASUREMENT record 
without a value

TRUE FALSE



You can have a MEASUREMENT record 
without a value

TRUE



You can check the version of your 
vocabulary by finding the record in the 

VOCABULARY table where vocabulary_id = 
‘None’

TRUE FALSE



You can check the version of your 
vocabulary by finding the record in the 

VOCABULARY table where vocabulary_id = 
‘None’

TRUE



You are not allowed to add columns to 
CDM tables to house site-specific 

information

TRUE FALSE



You are not allowed to add columns to 
CDM tables to house site-specific 

information

FALSE


